Appendix A
Survey of Cognitive and Socio-Political Preferences

1. Please identify your gender:

0. MALE 1. FEMALE

2. Please identify your race:

0. AFRICAN-AMERICAN 1. ASIAN-PACIFIC 2. CAUCASIAN 3. HISPANIC 4. OTHER

3. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: I am not a worrier.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. AGREE 4. AGREE 5. AGREE

STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY SLIGHTLY SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

4. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Simply knowing the answer rather than understanding the reason for the answer to a problem is fine with me.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. AGREE 4. AGREE 5. AGREE

STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY SLIGHTLY SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

5. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: Laws have to be strictly enforced if we are going to preserve our way of life.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. AGREE 4. AGREE 5. AGREE

STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY SLIGHTLY SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

6. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: I am easily frightened.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. AGREE 4. AGREE 5. AGREE

STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY SLIGHTLY SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

7. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Our criminal justice system should be more concerned with violent offenders than with non-violent offenders.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. AGREE 4. AGREE 5. AGREE

STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY SLIGHTLY SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

8. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: People should pay less attention to the Bible and the other old traditional forms of religious guidance, and instead develop their own personal standards of what is moral and immoral.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. AGREE 4. AGREE 5. AGREE

STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY SLIGHTLY SOMEWHAT STRONGLY
9. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: I would prefer complex more than simple problems.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. AGREE 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STONGLY  SOMEWHAT  SLIGHTLY  SLIGHTLY  SOMEWHAT  STRONGLY

10. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: National anthems, flags, and glorification of one’s country should all be de-emphasized to promote the brotherhood of all men.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. AGREE 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STONGLY  SOMEWHAT  SLIGHTLY  SLIGHTLY  SOMEWHAT  STRONGLY

11. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: A thoroughly detailed study of the African slave trade (and its associated violence and suffering) should be a mandatory quarter of a year’s American History curriculum in our public schools.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. AGREE 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STONGLY  SOMEWHAT  SLIGHTLY  SLIGHTLY  SOMEWHAT  STRONGLY

12. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: Our customs and national heritage are the things that have made us great, and certain people should be made to show greater respect for them.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. AGREE 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STONGLY  SOMEWHAT  SLIGHTLY  SLIGHTLY  SOMEWHAT  STRONGLY

13. To what degree is the following statement true for you? My first impressions of people usually turn out to be right.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. AGREE 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STONGLY  SOMEWHAT  SLIGHTLY  SLIGHTLY  SOMEWHAT  STRONGLY

14. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Even if my taxes must be sharply increased, enough slum clean-up public works jobs should be created so that everyone who wants to work for a living can have a job.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. AGREE 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STONGLY  SOMEWHAT  SLIGHTLY  SLIGHTLY  SOMEWHAT  STRONGLY

15. To what degree is the following statement true for you? I am a completely rational person.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. AGREE 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STONGLY  SOMEWHAT  SLIGHTLY  SLIGHTLY  SOMEWHAT  STRONGLY
16. To what degree do you allow others’ race to affect your relationship with them?

0. NONE AT ALL   1. VERY LITTLE   2. SOME   3. QUITE A BIT   4. ENTIRELY

17. To what degree is the following statement true for you? It would be hard for me to break any of my bad habits.

0. NOT TRUE   1. NOT LIKELY TRUE   2. SOMEWHAT TRUE   3. PROBABLY   4. VERY TRUE

18. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: Capital punishment should be completely abolished.

0. DISAGREE   1. DISAGREE   2. DISAGREE   3. AGREE   4. AGREE   5. AGREE
STRONGLY   SOMewhat   SLIGHTLY   SLIGHTLY   SOMEWHAT   STRONGLY

19. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: I favor strong open housing laws that permit minority persons to rent or purchase housing even when the owner does not wish to rent or sell:

0. DISAGREE   1. DISAGREE   2. DISAGREE   3. AGREE   4. AGREE   5. AGREE
STRONGLY   SOMewhat   SLIGHTLY   SLIGHTLY   SOMEWHAT   STRONGLY

20. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: The facts on crime, sexual immorality, and the recent public disorders all show we have to crack down harder on deviant groups and trouble makers if we are going to save our moral standards and preserve law and order.

0. DISAGREE   1. DISAGREE   2. DISAGREE   3. AGREE   4. AGREE   5. AGREE
STRONGLY   SOMewhat   SLIGHTLY   SLIGHTLY   SOMEWHAT   STRONGLY

21. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: I rarely feel fearful or anxious.

0. DISAGREE   1. DISAGREE   2. DISAGREE   3. AGREE   4. AGREE   5. AGREE
STRONGLY   SOMewhat   SLIGHTLY   SLIGHTLY   SOMEWHAT   STRONGLY

22. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: To encourage people to work for a living, we should increase the difference between the average monthly minimum wage income and the average monthly income from welfare—and we should do this by sharply reducing welfare income.

0. DISAGREE   1. DISAGREE   2. DISAGREE   3. AGREE   4. AGREE   5. AGREE
STRONGLY   SOMewhat   SLIGHTLY   SLIGHTLY   SOMEWHAT   STRONGLY

23. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: I often feel tense and jittery.

0. DISAGREE   1. DISAGREE   2. DISAGREE   3. AGREE   4. AGREE   5. AGREE
STRONGLY   SOMewhat   SLIGHTLY   SLIGHTLY   SOMEWHAT   STRONGLY
24. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: I prefer my life to be filled with puzzles that I must solve.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. AGREE 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY SLIGHTLY SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

25. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: A lot of our society’s rules regarding modesty and sexual behavior are just customs which are not necessarily any better or holier than those which other peoples follow.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. AGREE 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY SLIGHTLY SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

26. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: U.S. and U.N. Forces and their senior leadership should be more concerned about the war between Serbia and Bosnia, and less concerned about conflicts in Haiti or tribal warfare in Somalia.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. AGREE 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY SLIGHTLY SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

27. To what degree do you believe you allow people’s race to affect your initial impression of them?

0. NONE AT ALL 1. VERY LITTLE 2. SOME 3. QUITE A BIT 4. ENTIRELY

28. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Similar to the special training and exams required for a pilot’s license or a driver’s license, prospective parents should have to complete intensive training and pass written tests so as to obtain a required parenting license.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. AGREE 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY SLIGHTLY SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

29. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: Our prisons are a shocking disgrace. Criminals are unfortunate people who deserve much better care, instead of so much punishment.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. AGREE 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY SLIGHTLY SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

30. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: If I failed to be selected for a job largely because I was white, I would feel unfairly treated.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. AGREE 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY SLIGHTLY SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

31. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: The streets are not safe these days without a policeman around:

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. BARELY 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY SOMEWHAT STRONGLY
32. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: The so-called “illegitimate” children born to unwed mothers should not be eligible for public health care or public school unless adopted by a married couple.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. BARELY  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY     SOMEWHAT    SLIGHTLY    AGREE     SOMewhat    STRONGLY

33. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: African-Americans would rather accept welfare than work for a living:

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. BARELY  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY     SOMEWHAT    SLIGHTLY    AGREE     SOMewhat    STRONGLY

34. To what degree is the following statement true for you? I don’t care to know what other people really think of me.

0. NOT TRUE    1. NOT LIKELY TRUE     2. SOMEWHAT TRUE     3. PROBABLY     4. VERY TRUE

35. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: I prefer to watch educational more than entertainment programs.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. BARELY  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY     SOMEWHAT    SLIGHTLY    AGREE     SOMewhat    STRONGLY

36. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: There are observable differences that reliably distinguish one race from another.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. BARELY  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY     SOMEWHAT    SLIGHTLY    AGREE     SOMewhat    STRONGLY

37. To what extent have popular films (at the cinema) lessened your esteem or respect for African-Americans?

0. NONE AT ALL    1. VERY LITTLE    2. SOME    3. QUITE A BIT    4. ENTIRELY

38. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: I’m seldom apprehensive about the future.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. AGREE  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY     SOMEWHAT    SLIGHTLY    AGREE     SOMewhat    STRONGLY

39. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Our society has made economic opportunity and quality education at least a little more accessible for me than for many equally-talented black Americans.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. BARELY  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY     SOMEWHAT    SLIGHTLY    AGREE     SOMewhat    STRONGLY

40. To what extent do you believe your parents’ negative views toward African-Americans been passed on to you?

0. NONE AT ALL    1. VERY LITTLE    2. SOME    3. QUITE A BIT    4. ENTIRELY
41. To what extent do you believe your teachers’ or supervisors’ negative racial prejudices have been passed on to you?

0. NONE AT ALL    1. VERY LITTLE    2. SOME    3. QUITE A BIT    4. ENTIRELY

42. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: In America, people of all races have roughly the same opportunity or chance of financial success or affluence—or at least, the odds are as fair and equal as we can afford to make them.

0. DISAGREE    1. DISAGREE    2. DISAGREE    3. BARELY    4. AGREE    5. AGREE

STRONGLY    SOMewhat    SLIGHTLY    AGREE    SOMEWHAT    STRONGLY

43. To what degree is the following statement true for you? I have not always been honest with myself.

0. NOT TRUE    1. NOT LIKELY TRUE    2. SOMEWHAT TRUE    3. PROBABLY    4. VERY TRUE

44. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Black people have worse jobs, income, and housing than White people because most Blacks have less inborn ability to learn:

0. DISAGREE    1. DISAGREE    2. DISAGREE    3. BARELY    4. AGREE    5. AGREE

STRONGLY    SOMewhat    SLIGHTLY    AGREE    SOMEWHAT    STRONGLY

45. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: In general, our public school’s history curricula provide a terribly inadequate description of contributions by non-European characters and cultures:

0. DISAGREE    1. DISAGREE    2. DISAGREE    3. BARELY    4. AGREE    5. AGREE

STRONGLY    SOMewhat    SLIGHTLY    AGREE    SOMEWHAT    STRONGLY

46. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: I often get angry at the way people treat me.

0. DISAGREE    1. DISAGREE    2. DISAGREE    3. AGREE    4. AGREE    5. AGREE

STRONGLY    SOMewhat    SLIGHTLY    AGREE    SOMEWHAT    STRONGLY

47. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Thinking is not my idea of fun.

0. DISAGREE    1. DISAGREE    2. DISAGREE    3. BARELY    4. AGREE    5. AGREE

STRONGLY    SOMewhat    SLIGHTLY    AGREE    SOMEWHAT    STRONGLY

48. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: I’m an even-tempered person.

0. DISAGREE    1. DISAGREE    2. DISAGREE    3. AGREE    4. AGREE    5. AGREE

STRONGLY    SOMewhat    SLIGHTLY    AGREE    SOMEWHAT    STRONGLY

49. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: I am known as hot-blooded and quick-tempered.

0. DISAGREE    1. DISAGREE    2. DISAGREE    3. AGREE    4. AGREE    5. AGREE

STRONGLY    SOMewhat    SLIGHTLY    AGREE    SOMEWHAT    STRONGLY
50. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Although many inner city blacks do achieve professional success, they must be extraordinarily courageous and fortunate to achieve as much as just the average white American.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. BARELY  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY  SOMEWHAT  SLIGHTLY  AGREE  SOMewhat  STRONGLY

51. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: I often get disgusted with people I have to deal with.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. AGREE  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY  SOMEWHAT  SLIGHTLY  SLIGHTLY  SOMewhat  STRONGLY

52. Please indicate the degree to which the following statement is true for you: Most of my college friends have tended to have a low opinion of most African-Americans.

0. NOT TRUE  1. NOT LIKELY TRUE  2. SOMEWHAT TRUE  3. PROBABLY  4. VERY TRUE

53. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: I rarely feel lonely or blue.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. AGREE  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY  SOMEWHAT  SLIGHTLY  SLIGHTLY  SOMewhat  STRONGLY

54. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: Sometimes I feel completely worthless.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. AGREE  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY  SOMEWHAT  SLIGHTLY  SLIGHTLY  SOMewhat  STRONGLY

55. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: I only think as hard as I have to.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. BARELY  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY  SOMEWHAT  SLIGHTLY  AGREE  SOMewhat  STRONGLY

56. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Most African Americans who receive money from welfare programs could get along without it if they tried:

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. BARELY  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY  SOMEWHAT  SLIGHTLY  AGREE  SOMewhat  STRONGLY

57. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: I am seldom sad or depressed.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. AGREE  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY  SOMEWHAT  SLIGHTLY  SLIGHTLY  SOMewhat  STRONGLY
58. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: Obedience and respect for authority are the most important virtues children should learn.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0. DISAGREE</th>
<th>1. DISAGREE</th>
<th>2. DISAGREE</th>
<th>3. AGREE</th>
<th>4. AGREE</th>
<th>5. AGREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STRONGLY</td>
<td>SOMEWHAT</td>
<td>SLIGHTLY</td>
<td>SLIGHTLY</td>
<td>SOMEWHAT</td>
<td>STRONGLY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

59. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: I have sometimes experienced a deep sense of guilt or sinfulness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0. DISAGREE</th>
<th>1. DISAGREE</th>
<th>2. DISAGREE</th>
<th>3. AGREE</th>
<th>4. AGREE</th>
<th>5. AGREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STRONGLY</td>
<td>SOMEWHAT</td>
<td>SLIGHTLY</td>
<td>AGREE</td>
<td>SOMEWHAT</td>
<td>STRONGLY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

60. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: A black woman can never give birth to a completely white child; however, a white woman can give birth to a black child.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0. DISAGREE</th>
<th>1. DISAGREE</th>
<th>2. DISAGREE</th>
<th>3. BARELY</th>
<th>4. AGREE</th>
<th>5. AGREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STRONGLY</td>
<td>SOMEWHAT</td>
<td>SLIGHTLY</td>
<td>AGREE</td>
<td>SOMEWHAT</td>
<td>STRONGLY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

61. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: I tend to blame myself when anything goes wrong.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0. DISAGREE</th>
<th>1. DISAGREE</th>
<th>2. DISAGREE</th>
<th>3. AGREE</th>
<th>4. AGREE</th>
<th>5. AGREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STRONGLY</td>
<td>SOMEWHAT</td>
<td>SLIGHTLY</td>
<td>SLIGHTLY</td>
<td>SOMEWHAT</td>
<td>STRONGLY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

62. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Instead of quotas, companies should simply advertise their vacancies on predominantly black radio stations or in magazines targeting a black audience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0. DISAGREE</th>
<th>1. DISAGREE</th>
<th>2. DISAGREE</th>
<th>3. BARELY</th>
<th>4. AGREE</th>
<th>5. AGREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STRONGLY</td>
<td>SOMEWHAT</td>
<td>SLIGHTLY</td>
<td>AGREE</td>
<td>SOMEWHAT</td>
<td>STRONGLY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

63. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: In dealing with other people, I always dread making a social blunder.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0. DISAGREE</th>
<th>1. DISAGREE</th>
<th>2. DISAGREE</th>
<th>3. AGREE</th>
<th>4. AGREE</th>
<th>5. AGREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STRONGLY</td>
<td>SOMEWHAT</td>
<td>SLIGHTLY</td>
<td>SLIGHTLY</td>
<td>SOMEWHAT</td>
<td>STRONGLY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

64. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: I seldom feel self-conscious when I’m around people.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0. DISAGREE</th>
<th>1. DISAGREE</th>
<th>2. DISAGREE</th>
<th>3. AGREE</th>
<th>4. AGREE</th>
<th>5. AGREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STRONGLY</td>
<td>SOMEWHAT</td>
<td>SLIGHTLY</td>
<td>SLIGHTLY</td>
<td>SOMEWHAT</td>
<td>STRONGLY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

65. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: I feel relief rather than satisfaction after completing a task that required a lot of mental effort.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0. DISAGREE</th>
<th>1. DISAGREE</th>
<th>2. DISAGREE</th>
<th>3. BARELY</th>
<th>4. AGREE</th>
<th>5. AGREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STRONGLY</td>
<td>SOMEWHAT</td>
<td>SLIGHTLY</td>
<td>AGREE</td>
<td>SOMEWHAT</td>
<td>STRONGLY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
66. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: At times I have been so ashamed I just wanted to hide.

0. DISAGREE    1. DISAGREE    2. DISAGREE    3. AGREE    4. AGREE    5. AGREE
STRONGLY    SOMEWHAT    SLIGHTLY    SLIGHTLY    SOMewhat    STRONGLY

67. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Black Americans have worse jobs, income, and housing than White Americans because most Blacks just don’t have the motivation or willpower to pull themselves out of poverty:

0. DISAGREE    1. DISAGREE    2. DISAGREE    3. BARELY    4. AGREE    5. AGREE
STRONGLY    SOMEWHAT    SLIGHTLY    AGREE    SOMewhat    STRONGLY

68. When you have been with friends in this year’s or last year’s college residence (e.g., your dorm, apartment, fraternity, sorority, etc.), did most of your friends prefer you to exhibit:

0. A MODERATE TO LOW OPINION OF MOST BLACK PEOPLE?
or
1. A HIGH TO VERY HIGH OPINION OF MOST BLACK PEOPLE?

69. To what degree is the following statement true for you? I don’t gossip about other people’s business.

0. NOT TRUE    1. NOT LIKELY TRUE    2. SOMEWHAT TRUE    3. PROBABLY    4. VERY TRUE

70. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: It doesn’t embarrass me too much if people ridicule and tease me.

0. DISAGREE    1. DISAGREE    2. DISAGREE    3. AGREE    4. AGREE    5. AGREE
STRONGLY    SOMEWHAT    SLIGHTLY    SLIGHTLY    SOMewhat    STRONGLY

71. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: I often feel inferior to others.

0. DISAGREE    1. DISAGREE    2. DISAGREE    3. AGREE    4. AGREE    5. AGREE
STRONGLY    SOMEWHAT    SLIGHTLY    SLIGHTLY    SOMewhat    STRONGLY

72. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Regulatory agencies should impose quotas on companies—forcing them to hire the same percentage of blacks as the percentage of blacks in the local county.

0. DISAGREE    1. DISAGREE    2. DISAGREE    3. BARELY    4. AGREE    5. AGREE
STRONGLY    SOMEWHAT    SLIGHTLY    AGREE    SOMewhat    STRONGLY

73. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Black Americans come from a less able race and this explains why Black Americans are not as well off as White Americans:

0. DISAGREE    1. DISAGREE    2. DISAGREE    3. BARELY    4. AGREE    5. AGREE
STRONGLY    SOMEWHAT    SLIGHTLY    AGREE    SOMewhat    STRONGLY
74. To what degree is the following statement true for you? Once I’ve made up my mind, other people can seldom change my opinion.

0. NOT TRUE  1. NOT LIKELY TRUE  2. SOMEWHAT TRUE  3. PROBABLY  4. VERY TRUE

75. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: The differences between Blacks and Whites are brought about by God; God made the races different as part of His divine plan:

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. BARELY  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY AGREE SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

76. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Required quotas for hiring blacks would be fine as long as companies would not be forced to hire non-qualified applicants.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. BARELY  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY AGREE SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

77. Please indicate the degree to which the following statement is true for you: As best I can recall, I suspect that if my father (or my most significant male influence) were able to give me a candid and honest opinion, he’d admit to having a prejudice against most Black Americans.

0. NOT TRUE  1. NOT LIKELY TRUE  2. SOMEWHAT TRUE  3. PROBABLY  4. VERY TRUE

78. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Federal funds should be used to provide additional training for minorities to make them more qualified for projected vacancies.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. BARELY  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY AGREE SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

79. When you were in elementary school, did most of your friends prefer you to exhibit:

0. A MODERATE TO LOW OPINION OF MOST BLACK PEOPLE?
or
1. A HIGH TO VERY HIGH OPINION OF MOST BLACK PEOPLE?

80. To what degree is the following statement true for you? I have never damaged a library book or store merchandise without reporting it.

0. NOT TRUE  1. NOT LIKELY TRUE  2. SOMEWHAT TRUE  3. PROBABLY  4. VERY TRUE

81. To what degree is the following statement true for you? I am not a safe driver when I exceed the speed limit.

0. NOT TRUE  1. NOT LIKELY TRUE  2. SOMEWHAT TRUE  3. PROBABLY  4. VERY TRUE
82. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: I rarely overindulge in anything.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. AGREE 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY SLIGHTLY SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

83. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Affirmative Action programs to help minorities are more important (or at least more justified) than Affirmative Action programs for the handicapped.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. BARELY 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY AGREE SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

84. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: I would rather do something that requires little thought that something that is sure to challenge my thinking abilities.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. BARELY 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY AGREE SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

85. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Black Americans have worse jobs, income, and housing than White Americans because most Blacks don’t have the chance for the education it takes to rise out of poverty:

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. BARELY 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY AGREE SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

86. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: I have trouble resisting my cravings.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. AGREE 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY SLIGHTLY SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

87. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: To overcome past inequities or unfairness, we should often be willing to hire a less qualified minority applicant over a more qualified white applicant.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. BARELY 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY AGREE SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

88. To what degree is the following statement true for you? I never take things that don’t belong to me.

0. NOT TRUE 1. NOT LIKELY TRUE 2. SOMEWHAT TRUE 3. PROBABLY 4. VERY TRUE

89. When you were in the privacy of your own home, did your family prefer you to exhibit:

0. A MODERATE TO LOW OPINION OF MOST BLACK PEOPLE?
or
1. A HIGH TO VERY HIGH OPINION OF MOST BLACK PEOPLE?
90. To what degree is the following statement true for you? I have done things that I don’t tell other people about.

0. NOT TRUE  1. NOT LIKELY TRUE  2. SOMewhat TRUE  3. PROBABLY  4. VERY TRUE

91. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: I have little difficulty resisting temptation.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. AGREE  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STONGLY  SOMewhat  SLIGHTLY  SLIGHTLy  SOMewhat  STRONGLY

92. Please indicate the degree to which the following statement is true for you: Driving around town with friends, commenting on pedestrians, if I used a racial slur or a race-based insult while observing a Black student, my White friends would probably echo the sentiment.

0. NOT TRUE  1. NOT LIKELY TRUE  2. SOMewhat TRUE  3. PROBABLY  4. VERY TRUE

93. To what degree is the following statement true for you? I never read sexy books or magazines.

0. NOT TRUE  1. NOT LIKELY TRUE  2. SOMewhat TRUE  3. PROBABLY  4. VERY TRUE

94. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: African-Americans teach their children values and skills different from those required to be successful in American society:

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. BARELY  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STONGLY  SOMewhat  SLIGHTLY  AGREE  SOMewhat  STRONGLY

95. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: When I am having my favorite foods, I tend to eat too much.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. AGREE  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STONGLY  SOMewhat  SLIGHTLY  SLIGHTLy  SOMewhat  STRONGLY

96. In most of your employment settings or summer jobs, did most of your co-workers prefer you to exhibit:

0. A MODERATE TO LOW OPINION OF MOST BLACK PEOPLE?

or

1. A HIGH TO VERY HIGH OPINION OF MOST BLACK PEOPLE?

97. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: I seldom give in to my impulses.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. AGREE  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STONGLY  SOMewhat  SLIGHTLY  SLIGHTLy  SOMewhat  STRONGLY
98. When you think of the one person whose opinion of you means the most to you, do you think that person would hope that you would have:

0. A MODERATE TO LOW OPINION OF MOST BLACK PEOPLE?

or

1. A HIGH TO VERY HIGH OPINION OF MOST BLACK PEOPLE?

99. To what degree is the following statement true for you? I sometimes drive faster than the speed limit.

0. NOT TRUE 1. NOT LIKELY TRUE 2. SOMEWHAT TRUE 3. PROBABLY 4. VERY TRUE

100. To what degree is the following statement true for you? It’s hard for me to shut off a disturbing thought.

0. NOT TRUE 1. NOT LIKELY TRUE 2. SOMEWHAT TRUE 3. PROBABLY 4. VERY TRUE

101. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: It was wrong for the United States Supreme Court to outlaw segregation:

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. BARELY 4. AGREE 5. AGREE

STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY AGREE SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

102. Please indicate the degree to which the following statement is true for you: The kids who influenced me the most (when I was growing up) tended to have a high or favorable opinion of most Black Americans.

0. NOT TRUE 1. NOT LIKELY TRUE 2. SOMEWHAT TRUE 3. PROBABLY 4. VERY TRUE

103. To what degree is the following statement true for you? I have never dropped litter on the street.

0. NOT TRUE 1. NOT LIKELY TRUE 2. SOMEWHAT TRUE 3. PROBABLY 4. VERY TRUE

104. Please indicate the degree to which the following statement is true for you: As best I can recall, I suspect that if my mother (or my most significant female childhood influence) were able to give me a candid and honest opinion, she’d admit to having a prejudice against most Black Americans.

0. NOT TRUE 1. NOT LIKELY TRUE 2. SOMEWHAT TRUE 3. PROBABLY 4. VERY TRUE

105. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Over the past few years, the government and news media have shown more respect to Blacks than they deserve:

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. BARELY 4. AGREE 5. AGREE

STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY AGREE SOMEWHAT STRONGLY
106. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Over the past few years Black Americans have gotten less than they deserve:

| 0. DISAGREE | 1. DISAGREE | 2. DISAGREE | 3. BARELY | 4. AGREE | 5. AGREE |
| STRONGLY | SOMEWHAT | SLIGHTLY | AGREE | SOMEWHAT | STRONGLY |

107. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: One good way to teach certain people right from wrong is to give them a good stiff punishment when they get out of line:

| 0. DISAGREE | 1. DISAGREE | 2. DISAGREE | 3. AGREE | 4. AGREE | 5. AGREE |
| STRONGLY | SOMEWHAT | SLIGHTLY | SLIGHTLY | SOMEWHAT | STRONGLY |

108. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Discrimination has unfairly held down Blacks, but many of the problems which Blacks in this country have today are brought on by Blacks themselves:

| 0. DISAGREE | 1. DISAGREE | 2. DISAGREE | 3. BARELY | 4. AGREE | 5. AGREE |
| STRONGLY | SOMEWHAT | SLIGHTLY | AGREE | SOMEWHAT | STRONGLY |

109. To what degree is the following statement true for you? When I was young I sometimes stole things.

| 0. NOT TRUE | 1. NOT LIKELY TRUE | 2. SOMEWHAT TRUE | 3. PROBABLY | 4. VERY TRUE |

110. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: If a black family with about the same income and education as I have moved next door to me, I would mind it a great deal:

| 0. DISAGREE | 1. DISAGREE | 2. DISAGREE | 3. BARELY | 4. AGREE | 5. AGREE |
| STRONGLY | SOMEWHAT | SLIGHTLY | AGREE | SOMEWHAT | STRONGLY |

111. Please indicate the degree to which the following statement is true for you: Most of my grade-school friends tended to have a low opinion of most Black Americans.

| 0. NOT TRUE | 1. NOT LIKELY TRUE | 2. SOMEWHAT TRUE | 3. PROBABLY | 4. VERY TRUE |

112. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: I don’t like to have the responsibility of handling a situation that requires a lot of thinking.

| 0. DISAGREE | 1. DISAGREE | 2. DISAGREE | 3. BARELY | 4. AGREE | 5. AGREE |
| STRONGLY | SOMEWHAT | SLIGHTLY | AGREE | SOMEWHAT | STRONGLY |

113. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: In these troubled times, laws have to be enforced without mercy, especially when dealing with the agitators and revolutionaries who are stirring things up.

| 0. DISAGREE | 1. DISAGREE | 2. DISAGREE | 3. AGREE | 4. AGREE | 5. AGREE |
| STRONGLY | SOMEWHAT | SLIGHTLY | SLIGHTLY | SOMEWHAT | STRONGLY |
114. To what degree is the following statement true for you? I never regret my decisions.

0. NOT TRUE  1. NOT LIKELY TRUE  2. SOMewhat TRUE  3. PROBABLY  4. VERY TRUE

115. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: Youngsters should be taught to refuse to fight in a war unless they themselves agree the war is just and necessary.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. AGREE  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY  SOMewhat  SLIGHTLY  SLIGHTLY  SOMEWHAT  STRONGLY

116. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: It’s really a matter of people not trying hard enough. If Black Americans would only try harder, they could be just as well off as White Americans:

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. BARELY  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY  SOMewhat  SLIGHTLY  AGREE  SOMEWHAT  STRONGLY

117. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: I often feel helpless and want someone else to solve my problems.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. AGREE  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY  SOMewhat  SLIGHTLY  SLIGHTLY  SOMEWHAT  STRONGLY

118. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: I feel I am capable of coping with most of my problems.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. AGREE  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY  SOMewhat  SLIGHTLY  SLIGHTLY  SOMEWHAT  STRONGLY

119. Please indicate the degree to which the following statement is true for you: The people I respect the most tend to have a low opinion of most Black Americans.

0. NOT TRUE  1. NOT LIKELY TRUE  2. SOMewhat TRUE  3. PROBABLY  4. VERY TRUE

120. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: When I’m under a great deal of stress, sometimes I feel like I’m going to pieces.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. AGREE  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY  SOMewhat  SLIGHTLY  SLIGHTLY  SOMEWHAT  STRONGLY

121. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: I keep a cool head in emergencies.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. AGREE  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY  SOMewhat  SLIGHTLY  SLIGHTLY  SOMEWHAT  STRONGLY
122. Please indicate the degree to which the following statement is true for you: While with friends in a local pub or eatery, if I used a racial slur or negative comment (while referring to some loud or boisterous Black students at another table), my own White friends would probably give me a condescending/dirty look.

0. NOT TRUE  1. NOT LIKELY TRUE  2. SOMEWHAT TRUE  3. PROBABLY  4. VERY TRUE

123. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: The Blacks that I enjoy being around the most are the ones that are the most like me.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. BARELY  4. AGREE  5. AGREE

124. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Black people are generally not as smart as whites:

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. BARELY  4. AGREE  5. AGREE

125. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: The ethnic sub-groups within the regions of the former Yugoslavia and the Baltic states are a very different type of entity or social organization than the native tribes of Africa.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. BARELY  4. AGREE  5. AGREE

126. How frequently do you believe you allow people’s race to affect your initial impression of them?

0. NEVER  1. OCCASIONALLY  2. FAIRLY OFTEN  3. VERY OFTEN  4. ALWAYS

127. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Irish, Italians, Jewish and many other minorities overcame prejudice and worked their way up. African Americans should do the same without any special favors:

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. BARELY  4. AGREE  5. AGREE

128. To what degree is the following statement true for you? I sometimes lose out on things because I can’t make up my mind soon enough.

0. NOT TRUE  1. NOT LIKELY TRUE  2. SOMEWHAT TRUE  3. PROBABLY  4. VERY TRUE

129. When you think about African Americans you’ve recently met, do you tend to remember their negative traits or impressions better than their positive traits?

0. NEVER  1. OCCASIONALLY  2. FAIRLY OFTEN  3. VERY OFTEN  4. ALWAYS
130. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: It’s often hard for me to make up my mind.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. AGREE 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY SLIGHTLY SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

131. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: The idea of relying on thought to make my way to the top does not appeal to me.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. BARELY 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY AGREE SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

132. To what degree do you believe another’s race affects your estimate of their earning power?

0. NONE AT ALL 1. VERY LITTLE 2. SOME 3. QUITE A BIT 4. ENTIRELY

133. When describing a Black co-worker or acquaintance to someone else, are you more likely to contemplate their positive or more appealing attributes?

0. NEVER 1. OCCASIONALLY 2. FAIRLY OFTEN 3. VERY OFTEN 4. ALWAYS

134. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Affirmative Action is essentially reverse racism.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. BARELY 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY AGREE SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

135. When you contemplate famous Black athletes, do you tend to recall mostly negative or unfavorable attributes or characteristics?

0. NEVER 1. OCCASIONALLY 2. FAIRLY OFTEN 3. VERY OFTEN 4. ALWAYS

136. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Generations of slavery and discrimination have created conditions that make it difficult for African-Americans to work their way out of the lower class:

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. BARELY 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY AGREE SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

137. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: A small group of powerful and wealthy White people control things and act to keep Blacks down:

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. BARELY 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY AGREE SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

138. When describing a Black friend or acquaintance to someone else, do you tend to emphasize their more appealing or positive attributes?

0. NEVER 1. OCCASIONALLY 2. FAIRLY OFTEN 3. VERY OFTEN 4. ALWAYS
139. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: If standardized aptitude and achievement tests (SAT, GRE, etc.) are more difficult for Americans raised within minority cultures—too bad. These tests are used to predict academic and professional success in the mainstream of American culture. If they predict this, then they are fair tests.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. BARELY 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
   STRONGLY  SOMewhat  SLIGHTLY  AGREE  SOMewhat  STRONGLY

140. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Black Americans are not achieving equality as fast as they could because many White Americans don’t want them to get ahead:

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. BARELY 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
   STRONGLY  SOMewhat  SLIGHTLY  AGREE  SOMewhat  STRONGLY

141. When you think about racial minority members you’ve recently met, do you tend to remember their positive traits or impressions better than their negative traits?

0. NEVER 1. OCCASIONALLY 2. FAIRLY OFTEN 3. VERY OFTEN 4. ALWAYS

142. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: The United States would be better off if each county had at least one township designated “blacks only” and at least one township designated “whites only.”

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. BARELY 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
   STRONGLY  SOMewhat  SLIGHTLY  AGREE  SOMewhat  STRONGLY

143. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Racial hatred expressed by blacks is no more justifiable than racial hatred expressed by whites.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. BARELY 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
   STRONGLY  SOMewhat  SLIGHTLY  AGREE  SOMewhat  STRONGLY

144. To what degree is the following statement true for you? The reason I vote is because my vote can make a difference.

0. NOT TRUE 1. NOT LIKELY TRUE 2. SOMewhat TRUE 3. PROBABLY 4. VERY TRUE

145. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: I am an intellectual.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. BARELY 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
   STRONGLY  SOMewhat  SLIGHTLY  AGREE  SOMewhat  STRONGLY

146. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Whites are the brunt or object of derogatory racial jokes just as often as blacks.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. BARELY 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
   STRONGLY  SOMewhat  SLIGHTLY  AGREE  SOMewhat  STRONGLY
147. To what degree do you believe another’s race affects your estimate of their intelligence?
0. NONE AT ALL  1. VERY LITTLE  2. SOME  3. QUITE A BIT  4. ENTIRELY

148. How frequently do you find yourself wanting to get to know a particular African-American of your same sex?
0. NEVER  1. OCCASIONALLY  2. FAIRLY OFTEN  3. VERY OFTEN  4. ALWAYS

149. To what degree do you believe another’s race affects your estimate of their likely reliability as an employee?
0. NONE AT ALL  1. VERY LITTLE  2. SOME  3. QUITE A BIT  4. ENTIRELY

150. How often do you find yourself starting a friendly conversation with an African-American?
0. NEVER  1. OCCASIONALLY  2. FAIRLY OFTEN  3. VERY OFTEN  4. ALWAYS

151. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: Atheists and others who have rebelled against the established religions are no doubt every bit as good and virtuous as those who attend church regularly.
0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. AGREE  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY  SOMEWHAT  SLIGHTLY  AGREE  SOMEWHAT  STRONGLY

152. To what degree do you believe another’s race affects your estimate of their honesty or integrity?
0. NONE AT ALL  1. VERY LITTLE  2. SOME  3. QUITE A BIT  4. ENTIRELY

153. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Blacks, in general, are treated as least as fairly or justly by the criminal justice system as are whites.
0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. BARELY  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY  SOMEWHAT  SLIGHTLY  AGREE  SOMEWHAT  STRONGLY

154. When you are recalling a peaceful walk in a serene outdoor setting (where your peace was destroyed by the pulsating blast of gangsta rap from a passing car), to what degree do you attribute your temporary displeasure or perturbed reaction to an underlying racial prejudice?
0. NONE AT ALL  1. VERY LITTLE  2. SOME  3. QUITE A BIT  4. ENTIRELY

155. How frequently do you find yourself wanting to get to know a particular African-American of the opposite sex?
0. NEVER  1. OCCASIONALLY  2. FAIRLY OFTEN  3. VERY OFTEN  4. ALWAYS

156. When you contemplate Black celebrities or entertainers, do you tend to recall mostly negative or unfavorable attributes or characteristics?
0. NEVER  1. OCCASIONALLY  2. FAIRLY OFTEN  3. VERY OFTEN  4. ALWAYS
157. To what degree is the following statement true for you? My parents were not always fair when they punished me.

0. NOT TRUE  1. NOT LIKELY TRUE  2. SOMEWHAT TRUE  3. PROBABLY  4. VERY TRUE

158. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: The U.S. government has still not desegregated many of our public and private institutions and clubs; therefore, more racial desegregation should be forced upon us.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. BARELY  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY AGREE SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

159. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: African-Americans have their rights, but it is best to keep them in their own districts and schools and to prevent too much contact with Whites.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. AGREE  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY SLIGHTLY SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

160. How often do you find yourself honestly wishing your immediate circle of friends included more racial minorities?

0. NEVER  1. OCCASIONALLY  2. FAIRLY OFTEN  3. VERY OFTEN  4. ALWAYS

161. To what extent do you believe your friends’ or acquaintances’ negative racial prejudices have been passed on to you?

0. NONE AT ALL  1. VERY LITTLE  2. SOME  3. QUITE A BIT  4. ENTIRELY

162. To what degree is the following statement true for you? I have received too much change from a salesperson without telling him or her.

0. NOT TRUE  1. NOT LIKELY TRUE  2. SOMEWHAT TRUE  3. PROBABLY  4. VERY TRUE

163. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: I am usually tempted to put more into a task than the job usually requires.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. BARELY  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY AGREE SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

164. How often do you find yourself encouraging an African-American to pay you a social visit in your home?

0. NEVER  1. OCCASIONALLY  2. FAIRLY OFTEN  3. VERY OFTEN  4. ALWAYS

165. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: It would be a mistake ever to have Black Americans for foremen and leaders over White Americans.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. AGREE  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY SLIGHTLY SOMEWHAT STRONGLY
166. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: These days police in most cities treat Blacks as fairly as they treat Whites:

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. BARELY 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMewhat SLIGHTLY AGREE SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

167. To what degree is the following statement true for you? When I hear people talking privately, I avoid listening:

0. NOT TRUE 1. NOT LIKELY TRUE 2. SOMEWHAT TRUE 3. PROBABLY 4. VERY TRUE

168. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Whites have an unfair advantage over most blacks when taking the SAT or GRE tests:

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. BARELY 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMewhat SLIGHTLY AGREE SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

169. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: Black American musicians may sometimes be as good as White musicians, but it is a mistake to have mixed Black-White bands:

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. AGREE 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMewhat SLIGHTLY AGREE SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

170. To what extent has popular music or music video lessened your esteem or respect for African-Americans?

0. NONE AT ALL 1. VERY LITTLE 2. SOME 3. QUITE A BIT 4. ENTIRELY

171. To what degree is the following statement true for you? I have said something bad about a friend behind his/her back:

0. NOT TRUE 1. NOT LIKELY TRUE 2. SOMEWHAT TRUE 3. PROBABLY 4. VERY TRUE

172. To what degree is the following statement true for you? I rarely appreciate criticism:

0. NOT TRUE 1. NOT LIKELY TRUE 2. SOMEWHAT TRUE 3. PROBABLY 4. VERY TRUE

173. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: It is unfair to white Americans when wealthy blacks benefit from Affirmative Action programs:

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. BARELY 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMewhat SLIGHTLY AGREE SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

174. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: It is easy to understand the anger of Black people in America:

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. BARELY 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMewhat SLIGHTLY AGREE SOMEWHAT STRONGLY
175. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: Manual labor and unskilled jobs seem to fit the African-American mentality and ability better than more skilled or responsible work.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. AGREE 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY SLIGHTLY SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

176. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: The United States would be better off if it had at least one state designated “blacks only” and at least one state designated “whites only.”

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. BARELY 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY AGREE SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

177. When you are inconvenienced or irritated by an African-American driver (while you are hurriedly maneuvering through heavy traffic), how frequently do you catch yourself thinking or muttering a racial slur?

0. NEVER 1. OCCASIONALLY 2. FAIRLY OFTEN 3. VERY OFTEN 4. ALWAYS

178. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Blacks have more influence upon school desegregation plans than they ought to have:

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. BARELY 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY AGREE SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

179. To what degree is the following statement true for you? I always obey laws, even if I’m unlikely to get caught.

0. NOT TRUE 1. NOT LIKELY TRUE 2. SOMEWHAT TRUE 3. PROBABLY 4. VERY TRUE

180. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Blacks are getting too demanding in their push for equal rights:

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. BARELY 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY AGREE SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

181. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: Young people sometimes get rebellious ideas, but as they grow up they ought to get over them and settle down.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. AGREE 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY SLIGHTLY SOMEWHAT STRONGLY

182. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: The people who raise all the talk about putting Black Americans on the same level as White-Americans are mostly radical agitators trying to stir up conflicts.

0. DISAGREE 1. DISAGREE 2. DISAGREE 3. AGREE 4. AGREE 5. AGREE
STRONGLY SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY SLIGHTLY SOMEWHAT STRONGLY
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183. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: It is just as easy for a black executive or professional to hail a taxicab as it is for a white executive or professional.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. BARELY AGREE  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY  SOMEWHAT  SLIGHTLY  AGREE  SOMEWHAT  STRONGLY

184. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Over the past few years Blacks have gotten more economically than they deserve:

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. BARELY AGREE  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY  SOMEWHAT  SLIGHTLY  AGREE  SOMEWHAT  STRONGLY

185. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: I tend to set goals that can be accomplished by expending considerable mental effort.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. BARELY AGREE  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY  SOMEWHAT  SLIGHTLY  AGREE  SOMEWHAT  STRONGLY

186. To what degree is the following statement true for you? I sometimes try to get even rather than forgive and forget.

0. NOT TRUE  1. NOT LIKELY TRUE  2. SOMEWHAT TRUE  3. PROBABLY  4. VERY TRUE

187. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: Most African-Americans would become overbearing and disagreeable if not kept in their place.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. AGREE  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY  SOMEWHAT  SLIGHTLY  SLIGHTLY  SOMEWHAT  STRONGLY

188. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: Being kind to loafers or criminals will only encourage them to take advantage of your weakness, so it’s best to use a firm, tough hand when dealing with them.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. AGREE  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY  SOMEWHAT  SLIGHTLY  SLIGHTLY  SOMEWHAT  STRONGLY

189. To what degree is the following statement true for you? I never swear.

0. NOT TRUE  1. NOT LIKELY TRUE  2. SOMEWHAT TRUE  3. PROBABLY  4. VERY TRUE

190. To what degree is the following statement true for you? I am very confident of my judgments.

0. NOT TRUE  1. NOT LIKELY TRUE  2. SOMEWHAT TRUE  3. PROBABLY  4. VERY TRUE

191. How often do you consider having a steady or long-term romantic relationship with an African-American?

0. NEVER  1. OCCASIONALLY  2. FAIRLY OFTEN  3. VERY OFTEN  4. ALWAYS
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192. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: In the long term, America would be better off if the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) provided a large tax deduction or tax credit to encourage multi-racial marriages:

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. BARELY  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STONGLY    SOMEWHAT    SLIGHTLY    AGREE    SOMEWHAT    STRONGLY

193. To what degree is the following statement true for you? There have been occasions when I have taken advantage of someone.

0. NOT TRUE   1. NOT LIKELY TRUE   2. SOMEWHAT TRUE   3. PROBABLY   4. VERY TRUE

194. When you think about racial minority members you've recently met, do you tend to remember their negative traits or impressions better than their positive traits?

0. NEVER  1. OCCASIONALLY  2. FAIRLY OFTEN  3. VERY OFTEN  4. ALWAYS

195. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: If a child starts becoming a little too unconventional, his parents should see to it he returns to the normal ways expected by society.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. AGREE  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STONGLY    SOMEWHAT    SLIGHTLY    SLIGHTLY    SOMEWHAT    STRONGLY

196. To what degree is the following statement true for you? I never cover up my mistakes.

0. NOT TRUE   1. NOT LIKELY TRUE   2. SOMEWHAT TRUE   3. PROBABLY   4. VERY TRUE

197. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: I really enjoy a task that involves coming up with new solutions to problems.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. AGREE  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STONGLY    SOMEWHAT    SLIGHTLY    SLIGHTLY    SOMEWHAT    STRONGLY

198. To what extent have television programs (comedies or dramas) lessened your esteem or respect for African-Americans?

0. NONE AT ALL  1. VERY LITTLE  2. SOME  3. QUITE A BIT  4. ENTIRELY

199. To what degree is the following statement true for you? I sometimes tell lies if I have to.

0. NOT TRUE   1. NOT LIKELY TRUE   2. SOMEWHAT TRUE   3. PROBABLY   4. VERY TRUE
200. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: Even if they were raised by two parents, and at least one of their parents had jobs, and they were all raised with high-quality daycare, Headstart Pre-school, and public schools as clean and safe and well-staffed as suburban schools—still, inner-city students, in general, would not compete as well in our society.

0. DISAGREE  1. DISAGREE  2. DISAGREE  3. AGREE  4. AGREE  5. AGREE
STRONGLY  SOMewhat  SLIGHTLY  SLIGHTLY  SOMEWHAT  STRONGLY